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ABSTRACT 
 
Infrared radiation exists in the electromagnetic spectrum at a 
wavelength that is longer than visible light. Infrared radiation 
cannot be seen but it can be detected. Objects that generate heat 
also generate infrared radiation and those objects include 
animals and the human body whose radiation is strongest at a 
wavelength of 9.4μm. 
 
The pyro electric sensor (PIR) is made of a crystalline material 
that generates a surface electric charge when exposed to heat in 
the form of infrared radiation. When the amount of radiation 
striking the crystal changes, the amount of charge also changes 
and can then be measured with a sensitive FET device built into 
the sensor.  
 
The main aim of this project is to avoid the false detection 
alarm in high security applications by passing non-living body. 
And also it is applicable to larger regions. It can avoid the main 
problem of previous security system that cannot detect presence 
of intruder jumping the fence. If any obstacle is found then it 
generates an alarm signal to operator to check whether it is real 
obstacle or not. If it is a obstacle like a ball etc. then the operator 
will can consider that one. If it is a robot type that it is able to 
theft anything then operator can switched on the main alarm. 
 
Key words:PIR sensor, Ultraviolet sensor, ARM, KEIL 
compiler 
 
1. INTRODUCTION                
 
Infrared radiation exists in the electromagnetic spectrum at a 
wavelength that is longer than visible light. Infrared radiation 
cannot be seen but it can be detected. Objects that generate heat 
also generate infrared radiation and those objects include 
animals and the human body whose radiation is strongest at a 
wavelength of 9.4μm. 
 
The pyro electric sensor (PIR) is made of a crystalline material 
that generates a surface electric charge when exposed to heat in 
the form of infrared radiation. When the amount of radiation 
striking the crystal changes, the amount of charge also changes 
 

 

and can then be measured with a sensitive FET device built into 
the sensor. 
 
The main aim of this project is to avoid the false detection 
alarm in high security applications by passing non-living body 
or any animals. And also it is applicable to larger regions. It can 
avoid the main problem of previous security system that cannot 
detect presence of intruder jumping the fence. If any obstacle is 
found then it generates an alarm signal to operator to check 
whether it is real obstacle or not. If it is an obstacle like a ball 
etc then the operator will can consider that one. If it is a robot 
type that it is able to theft anything then operator can switched 
on the main alarm. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Objects that generate heat also generate infrared radiation and 
those objects include animals and the human body whose 
radiation is strongest at a wavelength of 9.4μm. 
 
Infrared radiation exists in the electromagnetic spectrum at a 
wavelength that is longer than visible light. Infrared radiation 
cannot be seen but it can be detected. 
 

 
     
     Figure 1: IR sensor 

 
Unlike current IR transmitter and receiver based projects in 
which the intruder has to pass through a certain region where 
IR radiation from transmitter is interrupted which in turn is 
detected as an intruder presence; this approach has following 
major drawbacks 
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 Any non-living body or animals which passes through this 
setup will trigger the alarm which is totally undesirable 
(we want only human intruder to detect ) 
 

 
 It is confined to very small region i.e. you can only attach this 

mechanism to a passage or gate or door .You cannot detect 
presence of intruder jumping the fence with one sensor or 
big open spaces like your garden etc.           

 
 

 
    
       Figure2: IR sensor capturing 
 
2.1 Drawbacks in Existing system: 
 
In present system the main disadvantage is that false alarm 
detection. The existing system if finds any obstacle related 
things then also it can activate the alarm which is called as false 
alarm detection.  In some situations like detecting a person in 
crisis situation that may be the child fall in bore well it is 
unnecessary to having false alarm for the non-living things. In 
such cases we need to have alarm only in such a way that is 
detecting the person or living things. 
  

 

 
 

Figure 3: False alarm detection 
 

Another drawback of the present system is it is confined to 
smaller region. We can only attach this mechanism to a passage 
or gate or door .You cannot detect presence of intruder jumping 
the fence with one sensor or big open spaces like your garden 
etc. 
 

3. PROPOSED METHOD 
 
To overcome the problems of existing system we are going use 
PIR sensors in the proposed system. PIR sensor is pyro electric 
sensor which detects motion of the human based on ir radiation 
levels. 

 
  
   Figure 4: Proposed system 

 
The main aim of this project is to avoid the false alarm 
detection that can be generated while detecting the non-living 
things also which is undesirable in some cases. In some cases 
like Security application we may have need to detect the 
non-living things like robots etc. to avoid theft by using robots. 
 
4. TECHNOLOGY 
 
The block representation of our project is shown below. It 
contains several blocks such as Microcontroller, power supply, 
DTMF, wireless camera, PIR sensor, Fire sensor, Obstacle 
sensor, LCD, motors. 

        

 
 
 

Figure 5: Block diagram of proposed system 
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Power supply unit is used to provide the power supply for the 
controller that organizes all the components in this project. 
 Here we are using two types of sensors   

1. PIR sensor 
2. Ultrasonic sensor 

 
 
4.1 PIR Sensor 
 
The PIR (Passive Infra-Red) Sensor is a pyro electric device 
that detects motion by measuring changes in the infrared levels 
emitted by surrounding objects. This motion can be detected by 
checking for a high signal on a single I/O pin. 
PIR sensor features include: 

 
• Single bit output 
• Small size makes it easy to conceal 
• Compatible with all types of microcontrollers 
• 5V till 20V operation with <100uA current draw  

   

 
   
     Figure 6: PIR sensor 

 
Pyro electric devices, such as the PIR sensor, have elements 
made of a crystalline material that generates an electric charge 
when exposed to infrared radiation.  
 

 
 
 

The changes in the amount of infrared striking the element 
change the voltages generated, which are measured by an 
on-board amplifier.  

 
 
Figure7: PIR detection 
 

 

 
 

Figure8: PIR sensor working 
 
The device contains a special filter called a Fresnel lens, which 
focuses the infrared signals onto the element. As the ambient 
infrared signals change rapidly,the on-board amplifier trips the 
output to indicate motion. 
 
5. OPERATION 

 
1. When an intruder is detected PIR sensor output 

increases. 
2. This signal is amplified and converted to TTL logic 

0-5v. 
3. Amplifier output is connected to the microcontroller, 

controller detects the transition from 0-5v as the 
presence of the human 

4. Controller then activates the  siren (PWM driven from 
controller)  

5. If any obstacle is found through the Obstacle sensor 
then it sends a message to the controller. 

6. The controller has to check the obstacle position and the 
movement. 
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7. If controller identifies that obstacle as a threat based 
then activates the siren or alarm that alerts the security 
guards. 

8. If the detected obstacle is not considered as threat to 
security system then the controller will take care of 
alarm activation. 

 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
By this we can solve unnecessary false alarm in high security 
applications with high security. And we can detect the persons 
in crisis situations where the persons may not enter like bore 
wells etc. 
 
We can make user interaction by using pc to check whether it is 
really obstacle or anything that causes theft in security 
applications. We can see the complete sensing of the robot by 
using webcams and we can store the videos for the security 
purposes. 

 
We can increase the range in detection of humans by using PIR 
sensors. 
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